Designed
for Business
The Professional Printer Range
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Designed to support your
business and help you grow
Businesses are always looking for new ways to be
more productive and make the most of technology.
We’re here to help you make the most of it. We are
“at your side” all the way and will guide you in the
process of choosing the right solution, support you
if you have any queries and make sure that you get
the best performance at the best price.

Building on our position as number one in Denmark on
the mono laser market*, we’ve added to our portfolio
for businesses with a range of high-performance inkjet
printers, giving you more choice, more possibilities and
more reasons to choose Brother.
With Brother you are guaranteed the close “at your side”
service that we’ve built our business and reputation on.
We’ve designed our latest business lineup to deliver all
the performance, reliability and choice you could need.

Why choose
Brother for
business?
We’ve designed our complete lineup to give you more
choices and more flexibility. We’re committed to provide
you with the best options in the market.
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*Q1 2019, DMR.no

•

We have produced business printers since 1971

•

Superb long-term value and low cost of ownership with
high-capacity toners in-box

•

All products backed by our unrivalled “at your side”
support

•

Award-winning products that have been extensively trialled
and recommended for their faultless reliability by leading
independent testers BLI
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What do SMEs
want from their
*
printer?
Brother’s extensive laser portfolio offers print
solutions for all. With a flexible and scalable
feature set developed specifically with SMEs
in mind, you get the professional printers you
need.

Reliability
• Can be left to print large quantities without paper jams
• Minimal maintenance and infrequent breakdowns
• Long-lasting consumables
Quality
• Clear images
• Quiet machines
• Award winning

Designed
for security
Security is a major concern for businesses and it’s crucial
that any print solution is designed with robust measures
in place to keep you and your data safe. Our professional
range does just that. You are protected at the network
level using end-to-end encryption and port-based access
control, designed to let you connect and share documents
with confidence. Plus, our devices use anti-intrusion
detection software to constantly monitor and protect
against the threat of hacking.
There’s the option of PIN and ID Card-protected printing
to ensure printouts don’t fall into the wrong hands, and
Secure Function Lock to give you better control of your print
environment by restricting certain capabilities to specific users.

Speed
• Quick-use LCD screens
• High speed across colour and mono
• High speed scanning
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* Source: UK SME Customer Immersion, July 2017
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Designed
to boost
productivity
Our business machines are designed with a simple idea in
mind: help you spend less time dealing with print and more
time focused on your business.
High-capacity automatic document feeders, expandable paper
handling and the ability to include multiple media types in each
tray should keep things running smoothly. While other clever
features help you connect to smarter ways of working. Like
the ability to scan direct to network folders and cloud services,
making remote working a success.
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•

Print direct from smartphones and tablets

•

Enable wireless direct printing to print from mobile devices
and laptops without accessing the network

•

Our BRAdmin software enables you to manage all the fleet
from a central location to help reduce downtime and increase
efficiency.

Taking
sustainability
seriously
We know you take your sustainability responsibilities
seriously. As a supplier, we think it’s important to help
you minimise your impact on the environment. We are
committed to sending zero waste to landfill, so we’ll
recycle your used ink and toner cartridges at no extra
cost.
We’re dedicated to ‘designing out’ waste from our product
cycle to create a circular economy – recovering and
regenerating products and materials at the end of each
service life.
For the updated professional range, we’ve created a suite
of practical, environmentally friendly features. Printers come
complete with a special Eco Mode that reduces power
consumption, and there is also a Toner Save mode and
automatic 2-sided printing to eliminate unnecessary waste.
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Designed
to keep
costs low
High yield inks and toners give you more for your money,
lasting longer and performing better than non-genuine
compatibles. In fact, independent testing has shown that
our expertly engineered Genuine Supplies deliver 57% more
output on average than non-genuine equivalents.*
The devices themselves come ready-made to save money with
intelligently designed extras. Toner Saver mode can cut supplies
costs by up to a third, automatic 2-sided printing eliminates
waste, and options such as print quotas and restricted colour
printing ensure you are always in control of their spend.

Designed
to improve
workflow
The professional range features technology to improve
workflow for any team, including scan to/print from
USB and connect via Office and cloud applications
for improved access in the office and on the move.
Similarly, solutions such as Barcode Utility, document
routing software, allow you to streamline your document
management systems with barcode scanning. You
can even design your own shortcuts on the fully
customisable touchscreens to speed things up.
All of our machines are also designed to fit seamlessly into
your existing document management system.

Eliminate paper waste further through embedded print
management solutions such as:
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*Keypoint Intelligence, Buyers Lab, special test report March 2018
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Designed
around you
With our professional printer range, the customisation
and flexibility doesn’t stop with the machines. As part of
our Managed Print Services approach, we build a deep
understanding of each business and its specific print
environment.
An MPS agreement will enable you to save money, get a
good overview over costs and ensure that there will be
no unforeseen expenses. Once the agreement is in place
with a Brother reseller, the machines will be setup and the
consumables will be delivered automatically.
Learn more about balanced deployment and Managed Print
Services with Brother at brother.dk/mps
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Our outstanding
laser portfolio
You might know that Brother is one of the leading brands for
laser printers, but you might not know just how much our range
of laser machines has grown. We’ve got something to suit the
needs of every business, from compact single function printers
to large-capacity, colour all-in-ones.
The sheer breadth of the range means you have a fantastic variety
of products. We also offer our high-performance laser machines
on our contractual Managed Print Service.
Whatever it is you are looking for, you can count on
Brother to offer quality you can depend on.
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Tailored to
your needs
Designed to meet the needs of high-volume users, Brother’s
SME colour and mono laser ranges let you print with
confidence, offering fast print and scan times and lower
costs thanks to super and ultra high yield toners. Add to
that enhanced security, intelligent mobile connectivity and
expandable paper trays, and you have a printer that
satisfies even the toughest demands in the office.
There are numerous customisation options, whether that’s
creating shortcuts for certain functions or using Brother
Solutions Interface (BSI) to integrate your preferred
software. The scalability of our range also offers accessory
such as extra paper trays and mailboxes.
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Designed to last
Brother’s complete business lineup is designed to deliver dependable products.
Constructed using robust materials and longer-lasting parts to ensure smooth
operation, businesses can count on our machines, print after print, month after
month, year after year.

Tested and trusted by Buyers Lab
Examined over two months and 80,000 pages, the machines tested
by Buyers Lab measured up perfectly. No misfeeds. No service callouts required.
For even more peace of mind, we also offer extended warranty and on-site SWAP-service.
In order to obtain this warranty, you are required to register the machine on our website within
60 days after date of purchase. In order to maintain the extended warranty and on-site SWAPservice the machine must be used as described in the manual and only with genuine supplies.
Failure to do so will void the warranty and on-site SWAP-service.

Designed for reliability
The mono laser range designed for business
Our award-winning mono laser range is designed to give you the performance you need,
in a package you can trust. Ideal for up to 10,000 pages a month and capable of super-high print
speeds, these machines require minimal maintenance and are more than ready to keep up with the
demands of life in business.
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Models within the range:
HL-L5000D

DCP-L5500DN

HL-L5100DN

MFC-L5700DN

HL-L5100DNT
HL-L5200DW
HL-L5200DWT

Mono laser
L5000 series

Up to 3,500 pages per month
Up to 5 users
Print, copy, scan and fax in A4
Extra customisation options available

PRINT

COPY

SCAN

FAX

WIRELESS

Up to 40ppm print speed
250 sheet paper tray
Duplex printing
Up to 1,340 sheet input
Up to 8,000 page toner
USB, network, parallel and wireless
connectivity options
High speed scanning
Low running costs
Ideal for small workgroups
High quality printing
Mobile/tablet connectivity
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MFC-L5700DN

Specifications depending on model.
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L5000 series
C ECOL A
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R

L
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product line up
30

150025

HL-L5000D

HL-L5200DWT
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HL-L5100DN

DCP-L5500DN

HL-L5100DNT

MFC-L5700DN

HL-L5200DW

ZUNTL5000D
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Models within the range:
HL-L6300DW

MFC-L6800DW

HL-L6300DWT

MFC-L6800DWT

HL-L6400DW

MFC-L6900DW

HL-L6400DWT

MFC-L6900DWT

DCP-L6600DW

Mono laser
L6000 series

Up to 10,000 pages per month
Up to 20 users
Print, copy, scan and fax in A4
Scalable customisation options available

PRINT

COPY

SCAN

FAX

WIRELESS

Up to 50ppm print speed
520 sheet paper tray
Up to 2,650 sheet input
Up to 20,000 page toner
USB, network, parallel and wireless
connectivity options
Mobile/tablet connectivity
Mailbox option
High-volume printing
Very low running costs
Embedded NFC card reader
High speed, high quality printing
High speed scanning
Security/pull printing options
Mobile/tablet printing connectivity
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HL-L6400DW
plus TT4000 tower tray and MX4000 Mailbox

Specifications depending on model.
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L6000 series
C ECOL A
DI
R

L
BE

NO

product line up
30

150025

MX4000 Mailbox

HL-L6300DW

HL-L6300DWT

HL-L6400DW

HL-L6400DWT

DCP-L6600DW

HL-L6400DW

All models support
additional tower tray

MFC-L6800DW
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MFC-L6800DWT

MFC-L6900DW

MFC-L6900DWT

Cabinet ZUNTL6000W

TT4000 tower tray
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Designed for
productivity
The colour laser range designed for business
Businesses are always looking for ways to be more productive, and
Brother’s business colour laser range will help with that. We’ve combined
fast print speeds with minimal maintenance and long-lasting supplies
to keep pages printing and businesses moving. Rigorously tested by
Buyers Lab, our colour lasers are proven to deliver professional print
quality time after time, so you can always count on them to help make
the best impression.
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Models within the range:
HL-L8260CDW

MFC-L8690CDW

HL-L8360CDW

MFC-L8900CDW

DCP-L8410CDW

Colour laser
L8000 series

Up to 4,000 pages per month
Up to 10 users
Print, copy, scan and fax in A4
Optional printing via MP paper tray
(up to 50 sheets)

PRINT

COPY

SCAN

FAX

WIRELESS

Up to 31ppm print speed
(mono and colour)
Professional colour output
250 sheet paper tray
Up to 2,650 sheet input
USB, network and wireless
connectivity options
Mobile/tablet connectivity
Super high yield toners
Professional colour printing
Low running costs
Sharing between users
Duplex printing
High speed scanning
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MFC-L8900CDW plus 2 x LT340CL lower tray

Specifications depending on model.
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Models within the range:
HL-L9310CDW

MFC-L9570CDW

HL-L9310CDWT

MFC-L9570CDWT

Up to 6,000 pages per month

Colour laser
L9000 series

Up to 20 users
Print, copy, scan and fax in A4
Scalable customisation options
available

PRINT

COPY

SCAN

FAX

WIRELESS

Up to 31ppm print speed
(mono and colour)
250 sheet paper tray
9,000 page toners
Up to 2,650 sheet input
USB, network and wireless
connectivity options
Mobile/tablet connectivity
Duplex print, copy, scan and fax
Cloud connectivity
High volume professional printing
Ultra low running costs
Embedded NFC card reader
Class leading scanning speeds
Security/pull printing options
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MFC-L9570CDW
plus TC4000 tray connector and TT4000 tower tray

Specifications depending on model.
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L8000 series

L9000 series
product line up

30

NO

C ECOL A
DI
R

L
BE

C ECOL A
DI
R

L
BE

NO

product line up

30

150025

150025

HL-L9310CDW

HL-L8260CDW

HL-L8360CDW

HL-L9310CDW

HL-L9310CDWT

TC4000 Connector

All models support
additional tower tray

DCP-L8410CDW
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MFC-L8690CDW

MFC-L8900CDW

Cabinet ZUNTBC4FARBLASER

MFC-L9570CDW

MFC-L9570CDWT

Cabinet
ZUNTBC4FARBLASER
TT4000 tower tray
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Designed
for flexibility
The inkjet range designed for business
On top of our leading laser machines, we also offer high-performance
professional inkjets. Designed to mean business, these A3 machines
deliver professional quality print, scan and copy up to A3, time after
time. Added extras help you work smarter, with NFC connectivity for
secure print job release and enhanced security features keeping data
safe. And with enterprise level security features and yields of up to
6000 pages, they give performance normally associated with high end
laser printers.
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Models within the range:
HL-J6000DW

MFC-J5945DW

HL-J6100DW

MFC-J6945DW
MFC-J6947DW

Professional
A3 inkjet
range

Up to 22ipm print speed
Up to 5 users
3,000-5,000 prints per month
Print, copy, scan and fax up to A3
Standalone cabinet option

PRINT

COPY

SCAN

FAX

WIRELESS

Up to 750 sheet paper tray
Duplex printing
Optional high yield inks available BK 6,000 pages, C/M/Y 5,000 pages
USB, network and wireless
connectivity options
Mobile/tablet connectivity
High-volume printing
Very low running costs
Embedded NFC card reader
High speed scanning
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MFC-J6947DW plus cabinet

Specifications depending on model.
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Inkjet
C ECOL A
DI
R

L
BE

NO

product line up
30

150025

HL-J6000DW

HL-J6100DW

MFC-J5945DW

MFC-J6945DW

Cabinet ZUNTMFCJ5900Z1

Cabinet ZUNTMFCJ6900Z1

MFC-J6947DW

ZUNTMFCJ6900Z1

All models support
additional cabinet
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Cabinet ZUNTMFCJ6900Z1

HL-J6100DW plus cabinet
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Designed
to perform
Professional range of colour scanners
Professional scanners improve productivity at the office and offer
the complete solution to the various scanning needs that may arise
during a working day. They are very user-friendly and deliver quick and
crisp 2-sided high-quality scan. Using the versatile document feeder,
they can scan a wide variety of formats from ID cards to reports.
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Models in the scanner range:
ADS-2200
ADS-2700W

A4 colour scan
Scan up to 60,000 pages per month
512MB memory

SCAN

WIRELESS

Scan up to 35 ppm
2-sided scan up to 70 ipm
( 35 sheets ) ( A4  )

Colour
scanners

User-friendly and easy to create
effective shortcuts via the lockable
7.1 cm colour touchscreeen
Simple auto scan function
Scan to file, email, image, OCR, email
server, network, PDF, Searchable PDF,
SFTP, FTP and USB
Wired and wireless network
Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Driver is compatible with TWAIN, ISIS,
SANE, WIA and ICA
In the Box: Power supply cord,
AC adapter, Quick Setup Guide
and Product Safety Guide
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ADS-2700W

Specifications depend on model.
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Models in the scanner range:
ADS-2400N
ADS-2800W
ADS-3000N
ADS-3600W

Scan up to 60,000 pages per month
Up to 20 groups with up to 2,999 emails
in each
A4 colour scan

Colour
scanners professional
series

SCAN

WIRELESS

Scan up to 50 ppm
2-sided scan and advanced image
processing features
Create up to 48 shortcuts on large
9.3 cm touchscreen
Scan directly to USB
Easy login with NFC
( Near Field Communication )
Secure sharing within the workgroup
Wired and wireless network
Editable customisation of display
SuperSpeed USB 3.0
Driver compatible with TWAIN, ISIS,
SANE, WIA and ICA
ABVYY FineReader Professional
software is included
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ADS-3600W

Specifications depend on model.
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ADS

product range

Professional
ADS series
range

ADS-2200

ADS-2700W

ADS-2400N
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ADS-2800W

ADS-3000N

ADS-3600W
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Brother Nordic A/S
brother.dk
brother.ee
brother.fi
brother.is
brother.no
brother.lv
brother.lt
brother.se

All specifications correct at time of printing, October 2019.
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